
Working with RTNFriend (v. 1.25)

* Checking status of RTK Network at any point of network coverage
* Measurements with receivers Leica GGxx, Emlid Reach RS, South S660, 

Receivers based on Novatel OEM boards (Sokkia, Leica and other makes)
                  other receivers support

* Stake out
* Navigation
* Coordinate transformations
*        Inverse
* Manual point entry, importing points from text   files
* Point export
* Working with RTN transmitted coordinate systems
* Sarching places on a map
* Using   Google maps
* Other receivers suport

Checking status of RTK Network at any point of its coverage  

Before traveling to a new job site it is good to know how RTK 
network works there  ahead of time. Will the network be able to
generate network solutions (VRS, MAC) or not ?, or it will just 
“close” rover to the nearest base, what will be the distance to 
the nearest base in this case ?.  This app will get answers to 
both questions now, while you are at home. With RTN Friend 
you will know for sure whether you can count on your network 
at your destination or not. Let's do the  following steps:

1. Select a planar 
coordinate system

2 Press and hold 
finger on a map where
you are interested in 
RTK network state

3 We have point 
created and now we 
select it

4 Next we go to 
Survey tab and Mode:
RTN Status, press 
[Proceed] and choose 
a mountpoint

5 Wait for >10 s in 
order to see all 
network messages. 
Save data by pressing
diskette button



Now let's analyze the state of the network

What is the distance to the nearest base
(virtual or real)

Select two points, one
that you created and 
one saved from 
network

Now click on a map, 
because dist is > 19 
km it means no VRS 
solution is available

Sometimes RTN will 
not be able to 
generate even single 
base solution:

If you network 
transmits coordinate 
systems you will see 
extends and details
 

Measurements with receivers Leica GG02Plus, GG03, GG04    [   content   ]

You have to install Leica Zeno Connect app from Google Play and set it up to your 
RTN. Next do the following on your Android device: 

>= Android 6.xx Android 4.xx

Go to Settings -> 
Developer Options*

Choose Select mock 
location app 

Now choose Zeno 
Connect and reboot 
your phone

Go to Settings → 
Developer Options* 
- > and select Mock 
locations

*if you do not see Developer Options in Setting than go to Settings →  About 
phone → and press Build number about 5 times.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.leica.zenoconnect&hl=uk


We launch Zeno Connect and than start RTN Friend and select Mode → RTK
Set Rover to Location
manаger and wait till
you see accuracy 
estimation about 1-2 
см             

If you drag Zeno 
Connect down you 
should see accuracy 
approx equal

Important !!!
Select here RTK 
network Zeno Connect
is connected to. If 
there is no network 
Zeno Connect is 
connected to in this  
list please go to Mode:
RTN Status an press 
“play” button and add 
the network, make 
sure you press 
[CONNECT] button in 
order to test you 
entered correct data.

RTN Friend may need 
your RTN in this list in 
case it has to treat 
data from it in a 
spacial manner 

Stake out      [   content   ]
Staking out points: Go to the Point list and select  only one point, you can also 
select a point from Map, and in RTK mode you will see stake out data on the screen
Staking out lines: If you select only two points from the Point List or Map than in 
RTK mode you will see line stake out data

Navigation      [   content   ]
Choose Mode: RTK -> Rover Location Manager, if you are not connected to Leica 
Ggxx receiver via Zeno Connect the RTN Friend will take autonomous positions from 
your device's internal GNSS module and stake out data will be about 5m-10m or so 
accurate.

Coordinate conversions      [   content   ]
When you enter coordinates manually or from a file or survey points in RTK mode with
external GNSS survey grade receiver or do autonomous navigation RTN Friend is 
trying to convert coordinates to ETRS89 or NAD83 datum. Internally all points are 
saved in database in ETRS89 or NAD83. This is why it is so easy to convert to any 
other system, chust choose one from the list in Point list.

Manual point entry, import from text files      [   content   ]
Note first you have to choose coordinate system you are entering coordinates in 
(Point list tab). You can choose several files but they all have to be in the same 
coordinate system. Text files have to be in one the following formats:

PointName, Northing, Easting, Elevation, Description 
PointName, Latitude, Longitude, EllHeight, Description
PointName, ECEF_X, ECEF_Y, ECEF_Z, Description
Field delimiter can be anything, not only”,” symbol.



1 Choose coordinate 
system you will be 
entering points in and 
press

2 Enter coordinates 
and press [Add Point].
If you want to enter 
points from a file 
press [FROM FILES]

Select the text file(s)

Point Export      [   content   ]
Simply choose coordinate system that you want coordinates in and press share button

Working with coordinate systems transmitted by RTN      [ content   ]
RTN Friend works with network transmitted coordinates systems encoded in RTCM 
messages 1021 + 1023 + 1025 (transmitted by a network). 1. Please choose CS: 
RTN transmitted in Point List tab. 2. Press Map tab, press and hold finder in the area
of you project (you can use Sarching places on a map to find the place). 3 Select 
point you created and go to Mode: RTN Status. The is the same operation we did in 
Checking status of RTK Network at any point of network coverage. In case one grid 
that you downloaded is not covering entire area you my download multiple 
combinations of 1021+1023+1025 messages:
lease enter 
approximate radius

Now we wait for some
time

... eventually we get 9
correction grids and 
we can import files in 
the network 
coordinate system. If 
we survey points in in 
the field we also can 
export points in 
network coordinate 
system



Measurements with Emlid Reach RS receiver      [ content   ]
Set up Bluetooth first Set up input stream

Setup output stream

In RTN Friend:

1.  
2. 
3. 

Wait till you get 
initialization, after that
you can store point by
pressing



RTN Friend can work with any other GNSS receivers which are configured as RTK 
Rovers receiving base data via their internal Bluetooth module, these receivers should 
be also configured to report RTK solutions in NMEA format (via their internal Bluetooth
module) using messages $GPGGA and $GPGST or $GLGST or GNGST

Measurements with South S660 receivers      [   content   ]
Measurements are done same way as with Emlid Reach RS receiver. South S660 is 
already configured as Network Rover.  South S660P receiver has web interface so if 
you get it not configured as network Rover you can do so via the interface. RTN Friend
has been tested with both receivers and it works perfect with both of them.

Receivers based on Novatel OEM boards   [   content   ]
                          (Sokkia, Leica and other makes)  

First, connect to 
your receiver. Do 
not do anything else
until you see 
“square” there.

After that tap here 
to configure your 
receiver

Now tap  [SEND] 
and close this 
dialog. You should 
see RTNFriend 
receiving data from 
your receiver. If you
do not see any data 
comming, please 
repeat this step.

Other receivers support [   content   ]
For any receiver to work with RTN Friend it has to be configured as rover that:

1 is receiving base data via its internal bluetooth module and
2 reports RTK solutions back via the same bluetooth module by sending 
$GPGGA and $GPGST or $GLGST or GNGST or South speciefic kind-of-nmea message 
$PSIC PST

If any other South receiver, or any other manufacturer's receiver is configured like 
that - the app will work with it!. I know that some receivers built on Hemisphere 
boards are compatible with RTNFriend. 
Most of the times you will need those receiver's configuration software to configure 
them but, many receivers have built-in web interface so you can probably configure 
them by connecting to them via their wifi module.

I do plan to support more receivers, so let me know which ones you have.

Please send me a picture if you found a receiver that this app supports: 
rtnfriend@gmail.com



Searching places on the map      [   content   ]
1 Enter name
2 Use hint
3 Do not forget to 
press Search 
button !!!

4 Choose the most 
appropriate match and
it will be shown on the
map

Using Google maps      [   content   ]
Because of new (absolutely unfair) Google  policy towards the use of their maps in 
other apps RTN Friend is not using Google maps anymore. If RTN Friend does not 
have good aerial map for your project you can switch to Google Map app automatically
from RTN Friend, this is how it is done:
1 Select one point 
from you project and 
press 

2 Select Satellite layer
3 Zoom in as much as
you can here

4 Touch the map in 
the area free of any 
objects and it will 
expand as shown in 
step 5, you can do 
this after step 2

5 Now the expanded 
Google Map shows 
your project area

In most of the cases you will not have to do this because RTN Friend fetches aerial 
maps from MapBox and Bing.


